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Promoting mediation 

in business

Resolving workplace 

conflict

Reach end users - 

HR Managers, Business Leaders 

& Solictors

Promote your services 

& training

Generate new business

There is an overwhelming need echoed by 
mediators throughout the UK for the more 
widespread marketing and education around 
mediation.  There are still, despite efforts, a large 
number of misperceptions and falsities around 
mediation, mediators, and the application of 
the former by the latter. This publication will 
help reduce these misperceptions and increase 
awareness and education to the public around 
mediation, its benefits and its uses.

The UK Mediation Journal is aimed at the end 
users and procurers of mediation; those who 
are likely to have conflicts that are suitable 
for mediation but who may not be aware of 
the benefits.  Mediation is beginning to gain 
momentum and awareness in the UK.  Although 
this momentum is encouraging, a big obstacle is 
still the misconceptions and fallacies that those 
who are the ideal procurers of mediation have.  

There are those in HR who when asked, still 
believed that the grievance route was faster and 
cheaper than mediation, and were shocked when 
they were told the majority of mediation takes 
place in one day.

This is a unique opportunity to get your 
organisation in front of a highly sought after 
audience.

UK MEDIATION  JOURNAL



READERSHIP

Published bi-annually in June and December, 
and distributed to 105,000 HR professionals, 
business leaders, Government officials and 
solicitors, the UK Mediation Journal is the 
industry’s leading publication advocating 
mediation and ADR. It contains insightful 
editorial pieces, commentary from end users 
and providers about their experiences, and 
discusses the latest developments in mediation. 

This publication is not for profit and the 
advertising rates reflect this. 

The publication is accessed by a loyal readership 
from across the UK with an increasing number 
of readers from abroad. We will be including 
a minimum of two articles per issue looking at 
internationals mediation and cross border disputes.
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SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

We offer the opportunity for one company 
to showcase itself over and above all 
others.  This exclusive opportunity ensures 
that your mediation organisation stands 
out as the leading organisation in this 
highly competitive field.

As the exclusive sponsor your logo will 
be featured on the contents page, and 
every editorial page in the publication.  
You will benefit from an exclusive front 
cover strip advert, a full page advert 
on the most prominent Outside Back 
Cover, as well as a double page editorial 
feature and enhanced editorial profile. 
Your branding will appear on the 
printed and digital versions, along with 
hyperlinks to your website. 

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP

1 EDITION £3,250 | 2 EDITIONS £6,000 

 (I) FRONT COVER STRIP ADVERT

(II) EXCLUSIVE BRANDING ON ALL EDITORIAL PAGES

 (III) OUTSIDE BACK COVER ADVERTISEMENT

 (IV) DOUBLE PAGE EDITORIAL FEATURE/ CASE STUDY

 (V) ENHANCED EDITORIAL PROFILE

AVAILABLE PARTNERSHIPS

ISSUE 9
JUN 2019

ISSUE 10
DEC 2019

BRANDING ADVERTISING EDITORIAL

*ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO PREVAILING VAT

For more information please contact Iconic Media Solutions Ltd:
Craig Kelly +44 (0)20 3693 1944  e: craig.kelly@iconicmediasolutions.co.uk



ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES

Advertising opportunities within the 
publication include display advertising, 
inserts and enhanced profiles.  The 
UK Mediation Journal ensures that 
your brand is showcased to a growing 
audience of potential clients who not 
only will be using this publication as an 
educational tool, but also as a directory 
of mediation and mediation training 
providers.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING

DOUBLE PAGE FULL PAGE
COVER SITE HALF PAGE QUARTER

PAGE

£1095 £895 £695 £425

ENHANCED
PROFILE
1 x ISSUE

ENHANCED
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2 x ISSUES

£295

£95£150

ADVERTORIAL OPPORTUNITIES

*ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO PREVAILING VAT

£835

ADVERTORIAL
FULL PAGE

£1315

ADVERTORIAL
DOUBLE PAGE

SPREAD

FULL PAGE 

For more information please contact Iconic Media Solutions Ltd:
Craig Kelly +44 (0)20 3693 1944  e: craig.kelly@iconicmediasolutions.co.uk
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t: +44 (0)20 7536 6000   e: training@cedr.com   w: www.cedr.com 

CEDR Mediator Skills and Workplace Training are five-day programmes of comprehensive tuition 
and participation in effective dispute resolution where participants are trained and assessed 
for CEDR Accreditation, internationally recognised as the standard of excellence. CEDR has 
accredited over 7,000 mediators in over 70 jurisdictions.

CEDR

Contact 
Details WebsiteCompany 

Logo

www.cedr.com

The Certificate in Employment & Workplace 
Mediation Skills Training 

(THREE-DAYS)

Delivery
Available as an open 

course throughout the year 
on an in-house basis

n    Intensive course with over 
50 hours of teaching

n    Live demonstration of mediation 
process and skills

n    Active engagement through 
role play

n    Extensive coaching of participants
n    One-to-one feedback

Our clients say ...
“A great introduction to mediation for those 

wishing to understand the process and start 
practicing the skills.” 

SENIOR MANAGER, EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
HR STRATEGY & POLICY, ERNST & YOUNG LLP 

“An excellent course that has provided a usable 
framework for use within the workplace.”

HR BUSINESS PARTNER, THREE

“An excellent course with empowering faculty, 
very challenging but entirely worthwhile.”

SOLICITOR, CROWELL & MORING

RELIEVE THE PRESSURE IN YOUR ORGANISATION

Resolving conflict in any organisation is a critical skill.  Building on our 
internationally recognised and industry leading commercial Mediator Skills Training, 
CEDR’s Employment and Workplace course will provide participants with the full 
skill set required for the effective mediation of workplace and employment disputes.

If you would like to find out more or arrange a meeting 
to discuss your needs please contact CEDR by emailing 

training@cedr.com or calling +44 (0)20 7536 6000.

Resolving differences at work
Under the expert guidance of some of the UK’s leading mediator trainers, all experienced 
in commercial and specifically employment and workplace mediation, participants will 
learn how to: 
n Settle disputes and conflicts effectively - in days rather than weeks or months, 

saving vital management time
n Add value to organisations by effective and timely management of conflicts and 

disputes - by finding sustainable solutions to potentially intractable problems
n Manage the mediation process and facilitate constructive negotiation
n Advise others on the features and uses of other effective dispute resolution 

techniques

Who should attend?
This highly participative programme is a core management competency and 
forms the toolkit for: 
n HR Professionals
n Employment Lawyers or In-house counsel
n General Managers and Executives
n Trade Union officials 

Conversion for formal CEDR Accreditation 
Recognising that a number of attendees on this Employment and 
Workplace programme may decide either at the outset, or at a later 
stage, that they would like to work towards achieving Full CEDR 
Accreditation, we also deliver a three-day Accreditation module 
as a follow up to this course.

Successful completion of this commercial conversion course 

leads to the title of CEDR Accredited Mediator.

Study conflict  
resolution and  
become an  
accredited mediator

Our unique psychotherapeutic method 
of mediation training will equip you with 
a framework for conflict management 
and resolution, crucial for dealing with 
commercial, employment, workplace, 
industrial, legal and personal disputes.

You will benefit from teaching 
provided by highly experienced 
tutors who are mediators from the 
psychotherapy and legal professions. 

Students who successfully 
complete the course will achieve 
Accredited Mediator status.

In addition to a beautiful study 
location in Regent’s Park, we also 
offer bespoke in-house courses.

The 5 day course qualifies for 
Bar Council and Law Society 
approved CPD hours.

Find out more and sign up online for an open evening

www.regents.ac.uk/mediate
T: 020 7487 7505  
E: ProfCoursesRSPP@regents.ac.uk

5 day course start dates: 
9, 10, 15, 16, 17 March 
15, 16, 21, 22, 23 June

Open evenings:  
13 February, 22 May

Mediation  
and Alternative  
Dispute Resolution 
 (5 day course)
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t: +44(0)7776 141 717 | e:  roger@rogerlevittmediation.co.uk | w: rogerlevittmediation.co.uk

THERE’S A BETTER WAY
Avoid the FIGHT... the COST... the STRESS

With Professional Business & Property Mediation 
Avoid the FIGHT... the COST... the STRESS

With Professional Business & Property Mediation 
Member of Civil Mediation Council Registration Committee.

ACCREDITED BUSINESS MEDIATOR    SOLICITOR    CIVIL MEDIATION COUNCIL

IGRC provides high quality, sensitive, professional 
and effective workplace mediation, conflict coaching 

and training, tailored to meet your needs.

Find out how we can help:
t: +44 (0)7966 688 850 
e: irene@igresolutions.com 
w: www.igresolutions.com  

Mediation Training Coaching

Changing the way 
we respond to Conflict

For artwork enquiries please contact 
our Head of Design:

Alex Exner
alex@iconicmediasolutions.co.uk


